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Specifications

Black speed bump middle section with 
five yellow reflective safety stripes and ten 
reflective eyelets

Weight 46 lbs / 20.87 kg

Height 2” / 5.08 cm

Length 72” / 182.88 cm

Width 12” / 30.48 cm

4 molded holes for mounting 6” on center 
from long edge. Holes are 4” from short 
edge on center and 21 3/8” center to center 
between holes

2 channels running entire length 1” in diameter

When designing parking lots, it is important 
to ensure both pedestrian and driver safety. 
Using bumps, humps and parking stops 
from TCT can increase customer safety while 
limiting potential damage. Speed bumps 
and humps ensure that drivers decrease 
their speed in high-traffic areas, and are 
easily transported to wherever they may 
be needed. They are made from durable 
molded rubber that will withstand extreme 
temperatures. The speed bumps and humps 
include a textured surface, making them safe 
to use in inclement weather. They can also be 
used in construction areas to help slow down 
traffic while keeping workers safe. The speed 
bumps are easily set up wherever you need 
decreased traffic speeds. 

Features

Made of durable, molded rubber

Able to withstand extreme temperatures without cracking  
or drying out

Designed to be used at speeds of 10-15mph

Four mounting holes for easy installation

Reflective yellow stripes and ten reflective eyelets easily spotted  
by motorists

Textured surface ensures grip and traction, even in adverse conditions

Two 1” channels running underneath may also be used  
for cable protection

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

    •     Various fastener systems used for mounting to different surfaces: 
FS-1, FS-3

    •     Corresponding end pieces: VR-206-8E (sold separately)

VR-206-8M Speed Bumps VR-206-8M


